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DNA-based Testing for Diagnostic Specimen Confirmation
The Problem
Specimen labeling errors and sample cross-contamination are well recognized sources
of errors in all laboratories, including clinical and anatomical pathology facilities (1-10).
Instances when there is no direct or indirect indication of specimen mislabeling, switch, or
cross-contamination, so called occult errors, pose a particular risk to patient safety as they can
easily lead to a misdiagnosis. The literature categorizes these errors as Type 1; i.e., a complete
s it h of a patie ts sa ple s . Type 2 e o s efe to o ta i atio of a patie t s sa ple ith
tissue(s) from one or more unrelated patients (colloquially alled floate s ; u fo tu ately
these errors can also lead to misdiagnosis. Type 1 errors will always involve two patients while
Type 2 errors can involve one, or two patients, depending on the circumstances. The
misdiagnosis due to Type 1 or Type 2 errors can be serious as an undetected error can lead to a
healthy patient being diagnosed with cancer, or lead to a missed diagnosis of a life-threatening
condition. The current litigious medico-legal environment does not favor either outcome;
however a simple solution for both Type 1 and Type 2 error is available.
There is now a considerable scientific literature describing numerous studies and
reports which evaluate the level, type and rate of cross-contamination and mis-labeling errors
(sometimes referred to as sample provenance errors). Importantly many of these studies also
offer suggestions on how to reduce, or possibly eliminate, laboratory mis-labeling errors (1-10).
A recent study reviewed 13,000 prostate biopsies from 54 laboratories which included 25
physician-owned and 23 reference laboratories (1). The error rate data shows that any facility
that processed at least 1,000 specimens incurred at least one Type 1 error and at least one Type
2 error – apparently no laboratory was immune to this problem. This study found an overall
average error rate of 0.26% for Type 1 errors (i.e., on average, at least 2 instances of
undetected patient sample switches per 1,000 pathology samples) and an overall rate of 0.67%
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for Type 2 errors (i.e., on average, at least 6 instances of cross- o ta i atio

et ee patie ts

samples per 1,000 tests). Unfortunately the authors declined to extrapolate these rates to the
overall, and larger, population of patients who receive a diagnosis from the examination of
pathology samples.
The Solution
A well understood solution to identifying, and rectifying, both Type 1 and Type 2 errors is
the use of DNA-based identify testing. This approach can identify both Type 1 and Type 2 errors
by matching the tested specimen to a standard obtained from the patient. This solution is easy
to implement and relatively inexpensive.
The logistics of DNA- ased ide tity testi g a e st aightfo

a d. The patie t s sa ple the

reference) is a non-invasive Buccal (cheek) swab collected at a physician office, or at the
hospital. The Buccal swab is stable at room temperature and can be mailed to the DNA identity
testing laboratory. The pathology/clinical sample (the questioned sample) is also sent to the
DNA identity testing laboratory; both samples are processed to determine their respective DNA
profiles and the results compared. The statistics of DNA profiling are well understood and
matching the patient to the pathology sample can be made to an extremely high degree of
certainty. DNA profiles that do not match indicate (essentially without discussion) that a mismatch needs to be explored further.
The s ie e ehi d DNA fi ge p i ti g te h i ally a fo e si DNA p ofile is ell
established both scientifically and legally. The genetics of identity testing is based on a panel of
Short Tandem Repeat (STR) markers and is an accurate, fast and inexpensive identification
method which has undergone extensive validation. DNA-STR a alysis is o the gold sta da d
for individualized human identification (11). The data for the DNA profile are obtained by using
state-of-the-art, validated and QA/QC tested commercially available PCR (polymerase chain
reaction) amplification kits, capillary electrophoresis instrumentation and proven software.
Currently a panel of 15 autosomal STR loci and the Amelogenin gender-determining marker are
amplified in a single multiplex PCR reaction (12, 13). This PCR reaction is analyzed using highly
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reproducible capillary electrophoresis instrumentation followed by a computer assisted analysis
of the electropherogram to produce the unique DNA profile of the sample. Data comparison of
the patie t s efe e e sa ple a d the pathology sa ple is auto ated: the o

i ed po e of

discrimination exceeds 1 in 1015 for unrelated individuals (12, 13). In other words if the
spe i e i

uestio a d patie t s k o

sa ple a e de i ed f o

u elated i di iduals, the e

is a greater than 99.9999% probability that the resulting DNA STR profiles will be different at one
or more markers. Put yet another way; both Type 1 and Type 2 errors are easily detected using
DNA-based identity testing. In rare cases when samples derived from tumors that demonstrate
high-microsatellite instability and extensive loss of heterozygosity (i.e., the sample produces less
data from fewer markers due to DNA loss or damage) additional STR markers can be used for the
testing.
DNA testing laboratories are extensively inspected and audited; there are numerous
quality control requirements including both administrative and technical review of all case files
a d epo ts issued y the la o ato y. Additio ally, all ases ith a

is- at h a e epeated

thereby taking into account (and eliminating) the possibility that the DNA laboratory itself may
have a Type 1 error.
The cost of DNA profiling for sample provenance assurance is now quite reasonable – in
the $200-250 range for patients, and less for institutions and is recognized as a cost-effective
approach to improve patient safety (14). Reimbursement is still in flux and it may take a little
longer before the healthcare and medical insurance industries sort out who should pay for this
test. But, patients and doctors should not wait. It may be especially important for newly
diagnosed patients facing aggressive surgical or medical therapy to verify that the pathology
sample their diagnosis is based upon is proven to be theirs through an independent DNA test.
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